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Artificially structured metamaterials with unit-cell dimensions on the order of 1 /10th of a wavelength
�� /10� have been shown to be well approximated by an effective medium description which mimics a con-
tinuous material. In this paper we present data for transmission and reflection from a planar array of split-ring
resonators �SRRs� at varying angles of incidence. We attempt to model the form of the angle—dependent
response of the SRRs using the Fresnel equations formulated from effective medium theory—treating the array
as a thin continuous anisotropic crystal. This model is then fit to experimental data taken on a planar array of
split rings to gauge the model accuracy, and to produce values for the frequency-dependent permeability and
permittivity of the experimental SRR array. Simultaneous fitting of the transmission and reflection at multiple
angles helps to avoid multiple solutions for the permittivity and permeability. This forward fitting approach
using multiple angles is advantageous, as it enables a characterization of the optical constants without the need
for phase information, and it avoids many of the branch problems inherent in the numerical inversion methods
used so far on metamaterials. The work presented here shows the feasibility of this method. A refined proce-
dure will be particularly advantageous for experimental characterization of higher frequency structures �i.e.,
THz and above�, where phase information is difficult or impossible to obtain.
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BACKGROUND

In the absence of magnetoelectric coupling, the electro-
magnetic response of a continuous medium can be entirely
described in terms of its three-by-three electric permittivity
�= ��� and magnetic permeability �

=
��� tensors which together

represent the crystal’s response to light at any frequency
along any direction in three dimensions. These tensors are
macroscopic bulk parameters that encapsulate the micro-
scopic motion of responding dipoles and currents.1 Once
these material property tensors are determined, the Fresnel
equations can be derived from Maxwell’s equations2 by solv-
ing the appropriate electromagnetic boundary-value problem
at the various material interfaces. The Fresnel equations de-
scribe the reflection and transmission of polarized light inci-
dent at any angle to a planar layer or stack of layers of one or
more materials.

Metamaterials have recently garnered much attention be-
cause of their ability to achieve unusual electromagnetic re-
sponses, such as negative index, not typically found in natu-
ral materials.3,4 Loosely defined, a metamaterial is an
artificial crystal in which mesoscopic inclusion structures re-
place the microscopic atoms or molecular structures of natu-
ral materials. So long as the scale of the periodicity of the
metamaterial is significantly smaller than the wavelengths of
interest, the metamaterial is electromagnetically indistin-
guishable from a continuous material. Most reported
metamaterials have a periodicity �P� that is usually on the
order of P�� /10, which contrasts with natural crystals for

which the Wigner-Seitz unit-cell may be 5 A, corresponding
to P�� /1�108 at microwave frequencies. Nevertheless, it
has been shown that macroscopic approximations such as the
permittivity and permeability tensors remain largely valid for
these metamaterials,5 and the permittivity and permeability
description has shown considerable success in describing the
behavior of electromagnetic scattering from metamaterial
samples.

If metamaterials are to be treated on the same basis as
natural materials, it is necessary to define a procedure by
which the permittivity and permeability tensors can be deter-
mined for a metamaterial. To date, two rigorous methods
have been introduced to retrieve the material parameters
from simulated or measured metamaterial structures: the
field averaging method and the S-parameter retrieval method.
In the field averaging method, which can be readily applied
to simulated metamaterial structures, the local electric and
magnetic fields are averaged over surfaces and edges to ar-
rive at macroscopic values for the E, D, B, and H fields.
From these macroscopic averaged field values, the tensor
elements for the permittivity and permeability tensors can be
found. In the S-parameter retrieval method, the scattering
parameters �or reflection and transmission amplitudes and
phases� for a finite length of metamaterial are either com-
puted or measured.

The S-parameters retrieval method has now been widely
applied for the characterization of metamaterial structures at
rf and microwave frequencies.6,26 S-parameters contain both
amplitude and phase information, and so a single frequency
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S-parameters measurement yields four values that can in turn
be inverted to find the real and imaginary permittivity and
permeability components transverse to the given direction of
propagation. While the method does not provide unique so-
lutions due to the nature of the required numerical inversion,
typically erroneous solutions can be excluded by studying
the retrieved parameters over a large enough frequency band
that unphysical branch jumps can be identified.

The S-parameters retrieval method suffers from several
drawbacks: The difficulty in obtaining phase information at
THz and higher frequencies renders the S-parameter retrieval
method impractical. Therefore, characterization of metama-
terial samples at infrared frequencies has relied on the con-
sistency of transmission and reflection magnitudes with
simulation results. This approach has enabled the assignment
of magnetic or electric responses to fabricated metamaterials,
but has not resulted in a direct quantification of material
properties for THz and higher frequency structures.7,8 In ad-
dition, most work to date has been restricted to wave inci-
dents along one of the three primary axes, since this orthogo-
nal geometry is far more convenient for both numerical
simulation and analytical expressions.

However, since the Fresnel equations can be generated for
oblique incidence waves, measurement of the reflected or
transmitted wave magnitude for multiple angles provides ad-
ditional information that can be used to compensate for the
absence of phase data. In particular, the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients corresponding to waves at varying inci-
dent angles contain different relative contributions of the ma-
terial parameter tensor elements; and thus by collecting
transmission or reflection data at a number of angles, it is
possible to arrive at an over-determined system of equations
for �= ��� and �

=
��� that can be solved by known methods.

The Fresnel formulation thus provides a rigorous method for
determining �= ��� and �

=
��� of a structure from experimental

data in any material where �= ��� and �
=

��� can be safely
defined. While it should be possible to perform this charac-
terization at every given frequency, a great computational
simplification occurs if the material is modeled as a collec-
tion of electric and magnetic oscillators whose functional
forms are known. By fitting the parameters for these oscilla-
tors to the measured data, fewer experimental frequency
points need be acquired and calculation complexity for fit-
ting is considerably reduced. This approach is common and
well documented in the field of optical spectroscopy. The
software package WVASE,9 for example, is a common tool
to do this analysis in a non-magnetic ��

=
���=1� crystal.10

In this paper, we attempt to use the Fresnel approach to
describe the transmission and reflection through a metamate-
rial at a variety of angles. The frequency-dependent func-
tional form for the double- split-ring resonator �SRR� struc-
ture has been previously investigated and reported upon,11 so
we apply a spectroscopic approach here, modeling the
metamaterial as a collection of magnetic and electric oscilla-
tors. The success of the Fresnel method applied to a metama-
terial relies upon the entirety of the metamaterial electromag-
netic scattering response being governed by a well-defined
permittivity and permeability. This has been shown to be
largely true, although new revisions to effective medium

theory continue to account for artifacts such as periodicity
and diffraction.12,13

One last point to be made is that for infrared and higher
frequencies, metamaterial test samples usually comprise a
single plane of lithographically patterned conducting ele-
ments, with thickness much less than the wavelengths of
interest, i.e. �� /300. The scattering problem, then, should
properly be formulated as a boundary value problem for
which electric and magnetic polarizabilities can be defined
for the intervening metamaterial layer. Here, we introduce an
effective thickness d for the metamaterial layer that will fa-
cilitate the assignment of effective bulk permittivity and per-
meability. Physically, this effective thickness may be thought
of as a representation of the distance that the local fields
extend out away from the metamaterial plane. If d is on the
order of the unit cell dimension in the plane, then the result-
ing effective medium parameters generally predict the scat-
tering behavior of a composite medium formed by stacking
multiple planar samples together spaced d apart. However
this holds true only asymptotically—if the expected compos-
ite sample consists of planes stacked with an intervening
distance that is less than P, then cell-to-cell interactions be-
tween planes invalidate the use of a single layer to predict
the response of the crystal.14 While this ambiguity is of con-
cern, we note that it is inherent to other retrieval techniques
�e.g., S-parameters retrieval� for which the effective medium
parameters are also often derived from a single layer of
metamaterial unit cells. The s-parameter method, even when
also relying on the effective thickness of a single layer, has
still proved to be quite accurate.3,26

To show support for the use of an effective thickness pa-
rameter in our case, we analyze numerical results for the
resonant field distribution in our structure, and show inter-
layer interactions can be safely neglected for our structure.
Fig. 1 plots the in-plane electric and out-of-plane magnetic
fields extending away from our SRR structure for two cases:
in a single layer planar array, and in an infinite crystal. We
notice that in both cases, the induced fields have almost en-
tirely died out by the edge of the unit cell. Also of impor-
tance is that the field distributions for the single layer and
infinite crystal are quite similar. The smaller overall ampli-
tudes of the fields for the single layer are a result of energy
loss at the PML cell boundary—not present in the stacked
layer. These results suggest that a single layer taken to have
effective thickness d will closely approximate the permittiv-
ity and permeability of many layers placed with spacing d.
An experimental probe of the unit-cell fields and effective
thickness is planned for the near future to further investigate
this.

EXPERIMENT

We fabricated a planar array of SRR’s designed to have
distinguishable electric and magnetic resonances. This
copper-on-FR4 �Ref. 15� array was etched using lithography
techniques typical to printed circuit boards, which have been
described elsewhere. We opt for the Dual-SRR configuration
shown in Fig. 2, which has been used in previous
experiments.16–18 This planar sample is placed in a micro-
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wave transmission or reflection setup using polarized horn-
lens assemblies driven and analyzed by a vector-network-
analyzer. Transmission and reflection amplitude data was
collected for s-polarized microwaves from 0° �normal� to 50°
in transmission and from 25° to 50° in reflection. Figure 3
illustrates this setup. The reflection data is limited in angle to
a minimum of 25° due to the physical size of the horns. Data
is collected in frequency over the horn or lens useable range
of 10 GHz to 20 GHz.

Figure 4�a� shows the collected transmission data for
angles 0°, 20°, and 40° �symbols�. Figure 4�b� shows the
reflection data for angles 25° and 40° �symbols�. In both
spectra sets, we can identify one predominate feature: a nar-
row angle-dependent response near 14 GHz. There is also a
broad trend in each data: decreasing transmission �increasing
reflection� with frequency. As discussed in previous
literature,19 an individual SRR element exhibits in-plane
electric and out-of-plane magnetic responses—as well as
magnetoelectric coupling. The magnetoelectric coupling can
be eliminated in a bi-isotropic array such as ours, with re-
flection symmetry about the mirror lines � and � �see Fig.
2�.20 The magnetic response of the SRR involves magnetic
flux passing through its nearly-closed loops. This flux is zero
for normal incidence ��=0° � light and increases as the inci-
dence becomes more oblique. The electric response of a SRR
comes from the sides acting as cut-wire dipole antennae.

Returning to the experimental data in Fig. 4, we attribute
the narrow feature at 14 GHz to the magnetic response of the
SRR. The feature is absent in the transmission data at 0°
where the applied magnetic field is in-plane, and grows as
the incident angle becomes more obtuse and we include nor-

mal components of B which interact with the SRR. The
broad trend of decreasing transmission �increasing reflection�
is part of the electric interaction—it is the onset of the higher
frequency electric resonance.

THEORY

To attempt to describe, predict, and characterize the
angle-dependant response of the SRR, we turn to an effective
medium picture, and solve for the Maxwell’s equations
boundary value problem for transmission and reflection
through our sample. The electromagnetic response of the re-
sulting composite planar sample is then described as follows:
Electric fields along the two sides of the composite induce an
electric dipolar response �in the x̂ and ŷ directions�, and mag-
netic fields that penetrate the SRR loops �in the ẑ direction�
induce a magnetic dipolar response. We then assign the ten-
sors

�= ��� = ��xx��� 0 0

0 �yy��� 0

0 0 1
� �

=
��� = �1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 �zz���
� .

�1�

The response of �yy is considerably more complicated than
that of �xx due to the asymmetry of SRR sides lying in the ŷ
direction, so we confine E to the x̂ direction �s polarization�
using linearly-polarized incident light, as indicated by Fig. 3.

Working from these tensors, we now summarize the
Fresnel equations for the reflection and transmission of light

FIG. 1. �Color online� Numeri-
cal FDTD results for a cross sec-
tion of the electric and magnetic
distributions in our SRR structure
for both a single layer and infi-
nitely stacked layers. The fields
plotted are E in the sample plane,
and B normal to the sample plane.
The center insert shows the geom-
etry of the 2D field slice relative
to the SRR.
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incident along vacuum wave vector k on a planar layer of
stratified material, where k is at an incidence angle � from
the normal �ẑ direction�. Although we restrict our analysis to
s-polarized light, the procedure for p-polarization follows
from the duality of E, H. This is a three region boundary
value problem,21,2 with the continuity of Ex and Hy. Max-
well’s equations are written as

� � H = − i��=�0E � � E = + i��
=

�0H . �2�

Combining these to get the wave equation and assuming
sinusoidal dependence of all solutions, we arrive at the dis-
persion relation inside the medium

qy
2

�zz
+

qz
2

1
= �2�xx, �3�

where q is the wave vector in medium. Setting up forward-
and backward-propagating waves in each region, and match-
ing boundaries at each interface, we solve the system of 4
linear equations �2 generated from each boundary� to find

t =
e−ikzd

cos�qzd� −
i

2
��zzkz

qz
+

qz

�zzkz
	sin�qzd�

,

r =

i

2
� qz

�zzkz
−

�zzkz

qz
	sin�qzd�

cos�qzd� −
i

2
��zzkz

qz
+

qz

�zzkz
	sin�qzd�

. �4�

These are the coefficients of reflection and transmission for
our system. The incident angle � is related to the componentsFIG. 2. �Color online� SRR dimensions in mm: w=2, t=0.13,

g=0.35, c=0.47, L=2.4. The vertical thickness of the copper is
�37 �m �1 oz. copper�.

FIG. 3. The geometry of the symmetric SRR array in s
polarization.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Experimental data at selected angles for
transmission �0°, 20°, 40°� and reflection �25°, 40°� with a fit of the
Fresnel theory. The oscillator parameters corresponding to the two
fits are shown in Table I.
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of the vacuum wave vector k and medium wave vector q as

sin � =
ky

k0
=

qy

k0
. �5�

Let us now assume some frequency dependent form for �xx
and �zz to simplify the calculation, as discussed in the back-
ground section. The most accurate form for the electric and
magnetic response for the symmetrized SRR configuration
is 22–24

�xx��� = �s −
Ae�p

2

�2 − �2
e0 + i�	e

,

�zz��� = 1 −
Am�2

�2 − �m0
2 + i�	m

, �6�

where A are oscillator amplitudes, �p are plasma frequency,
�0 are resonance center frequency, 	 are damping-constants,
and �s is the static �zero frequency� dielectric constant of the
metamaterial. This expression for �zz has been shown to be
valid over the limited frequency ranges where the composite
can be considered an effective medium, despite the unphysi-
cal fact that it does not approach unity at large frequencies.
Clearly, these expressions will not be valid for frequencies at
which the wavelength approaches the periodicity.

ANALYSIS

We now wish to determine how well the transmission and
reflection features seen in Fig. 4 are captured by this simple
Fresnel model, and to evaluate the fitted values for �zz and
�xx. To do this, Eq. �4� was coded into a MATLAB program
that uses a combination of graphical user-feedback and least-
squares minimization to choose the material parameters �Ae,
Am, �m0 �e0, �mP, 	m, 	e, �s� in Eq. �6�. The fitting proce-
dure is roughly as follows: First we guess appropriate values
for the center frequencies of the oscillators based on the ob-
served data. Values for A, 	, �m, and �p are selected by hand
so the fit roughly matches the features of the data. All pa-
rameters of the oscillator are then repeatedly adjusted to find
the values with the smallest residue that still qualitatively
matches the data. Because the forms of Eq. �6� are only a
good first approximation to the actual response of our mate-
rial it is necessary to do this fitting by hand to avoid
a-physical solutions.

We find a relatively good qualitative agreement between
the experimental data and the modeled transmission/ reflec-
tance curves fit to the data. This fit is plotted as the solid
lines in Fig. 4. The general trend of decreasing transmission
�increasing reflection� with increasing frequency is captured
by the higher frequency in-plane electric oscillator. The at-
tributes of the magnetic modeled transmission dip match
well to the data. The final fit parameters to transmission and
reflection are given in Table I. Also given is an average resi-

due measure of the fit:

i=0

n �yth�i�−ydata�i��

n . We notice some dis-
agreement in the region immediately following the magnetic
resonance, where experimental transmission levels ‘bounce’
back up—increasingly so at larger angles. The cause of this

is unknown, although we suspect it is from unaccounted os-
cillator strengths such as may arise from extended array in-
teractions.

In reflection, we also see good qualitative matching of the
features in the data. The largest discrepancies in refection are
just after the magnetic dip, where levels in the model curve
do not drop far enough. This corroborates the area of largest
transmission discrepancy noted above, and suggests this area
may be important for additional study. The disagreement at
frequencies above 17 GHz is perhaps to be expected since
wavelengths shrink and our effective-medium assumptions
break down. As seen in Table I, the optimal fits for the trans-
mission and reflection agree quite well for most oscillator
parameters, differing significantly only in the damping fac-
tors. The reflection and transmission experiments were con-
ducted on separately fabricated samples, so we should not
demand the fitted material parameters be identical.

In both transmission and reflection fits we identify a sharp
magnetic resonance with �m0=8 GHz, and a broad electric
resonance around 22 GHz. These two optical parameters of
interest, �zz��� and �xx���, retrieved from our model fit, are
plotted in Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that our model
predicts the magnetic transmission and/or reflection response
to occur at the zero crossing of the permeability. This is the
magnetic plasma frequency, and the response of the metama-
terial at this point is best described as a collective longitudi-
nal mode. There is a direct analogy to the electric response of
anisotropic crystals in spectroscopy, known as the Berreman
mode.25 This differs from previous work, where the magnetic
response of a SRR plane was assumed—although not
shown—to occur at the center frequency �m0. Certainly this
feature warrants further investigation. The amplitude of the
fitted permeability reaches a minimum of �zz=−9. This is
somewhat larger than, but still close to, the maximally nega-
tive permeability values taken from previous retrievals on
similar SRR structures.26

One important factor that is left out by the method pre-
sented here is the spatial dispersion associated with the finite
unit cell of the metamaterial structure. This limitation is not
inherent to the overall method, but is related to our assump-
tion of ideal frequency dependent forms for the material pa-
rameters �Eqs. �6��. We expect that, especially in the vicinity

TABLE I. Fit parameters from Eq. �6� for optical fit to transmis-
sion and reflection data.

Parameter
Transmission

fit Reflection fit

d 0.30 cm 0.30 cm

Ae 0.7 0.7

�e0 22.2 GHz 19.9 GHz

�p 62 GHz 62 GHz

	e 11.6 GHz 5.4 GHz

Am 0.66 0.66

�m 8.0 GHz 8.3 GHz

	m 0.25 GHz 0.19 GHz

Avg. Residue 0.037 0.081
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of the resonance, the actual values of the permittivity and
permeability will be somewhat different from the values de-
rived here. In particular, the finite size of the unit cell is
known to limit the range of possible permeability values as-
sociated with the magnetic resonance,27,5 causing significant
distortions to the shape of both the real and imaginary parts
of the resonance curves. For the SRR structure we have pre-
sented here, the retrieval suggests that the permeability
should achieve values as large as ����9; however, were the
effects of spatial dispersion included we would expect the
maximum permeability values to be significantly smaller.
Work must be done to adapt this method to effective medium
descriptions which include spatial dispersion.

The model fitting procedure we have outlined can be fur-
ther refined by incorporating a many-oscillator routine into
the algorithm, thereby enabling frequency-by-frequency fit-
ting rather than relying on specific forms for the effective
medium parameters. Such a direct retrieval will allow us to
investigate the smaller features seen in the experimental data,
which may not be captured by the forms in Eq. �6�. In the
context of a frequency-by-frequency inversion, the Fresnel
equations may be used for a precise retrieval of the experi-
mentally measured permittivity and permeability—rather
than relying on the assumptions the form of Eq. �6� make.

During our analysis we found that the best-fit parameter for
the effective sample thickness was 3 mm, which is near
enough to the unit-cell size of 2.4 mm that we expect mul-
tiple layers to behave as a good continuous medium. Future
work will include investigating the accuracy of this theory on
thicker, multilayer metamaterial crystals and higher fre-
quency structures, as well as the development of a more
rigorous point-by-point retrieval routine.

SUMMARY

We have shown that macroscopic permeability and per-
mittivity tensors for a metamaterial can be used to derive
Fresnel expressions for transmission and reflection from an
interface at any incident angle, and that these expressions do
a good job of predicting the qualitative spectroscopic fea-
tures of the metamaterial. This description is quite useful, as
it reduces the interaction at any angle of incidence to those
fundamental magnetic and electric oscillators which the
metamaterial structure mimics. Using these Fresnel expres-
sions, experimental data for transmission �and/or reflection�
at a number of angles across a broad frequency range can be
used in a multiple-oscillator fitting routine to retrieve the
effective-medium material parameters. The redundancy of
the data at multiple angles increases the accuracy of this
fitting; and it has been shown here to give reasonable values
for the permittivity and permeability of a SRR two-
dimensional �2D� array in the microwave range.

In the near future, we will implement a direct retrieval
procedure that will avoid the use of fixed, frequency depen-
dent forms for the material parameters. The use of such
forms for metamaterials having significant spatial dispersion
constrains the retrieved parameters and can yield incorrect
values in the region of the resonance. Still, the method we
have presented is an important step towards quantifying the
electromagnetic properties of planar metamaterial samples.
Having demonstrated the procedure at lower frequencies, we
will shortly apply the technique to higher frequency investi-
gations.
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